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Report 
One of the fundamental goals of every phonological theory is to account for the 

nature of the basic units of speech sounds, and the relationships between these units 

and their contextual variants.  This relationship is equally crucial to phonological 

theory whether it is called ‘phonemes and allophones’, as in traditional phoneme 

theory, ‘underlying and surface forms’, as in generative phonology, or ‘input and 

output’, as in optimality theory.  However, purely structural analyses of phonological 

systems can often produce several hypotheses regarding the phonemic inventory and 

its surface reflexes in any particular language, all of which are supportable by the 

contrast and alternation patterns of the language.  Therefore, it is necessary to draw 

data from some other fields such as neurobiology, lexical accesses, speech production 

and perception for evidence regarding phonological theory.     

There has been a longstanding controversy in the literature over the number of 

underlying vowel categories in Mandarin, and the relationship of the myriad of 

surface vowel forms to these phonemic categories (e.g. Chao 1934, 1968, R. Cheng 

1966, C. Cheng 1973, Pullyblank 1983, Lin 1989, Wang 1993, Wu 1994 ).  The 

reason for the continuance of this controversy is that most phonetic manifestations of 

vowels in Mandarin occur in a fairly narrow range of contexts, which suggests that 

they probably can be reduced to a smaller set of basic vowel categories.  However, a 

standard structural analysis of the contexts in which the various vowel alternates 

occur allows for several different resolutions to the problem, each one of which can be 

motivated on the basis of theoretical and language-internal consistency.  Thus if one 

uses strictly ‘internal’ evidence (Ohala 1986), it may be the case that this controversy 

cannot be definitively resolved.  Furthermore, while many of these theories 

regarding the underlying vowel system intend to capture the basic vowel system for 

all dialects of Mandarin, they are for the most part based on the Beijing dialect.  

Thus even if the analysis adequately captures that dialect, it may be the case that other 

Mandarin dialects are different enough from Beijing Mandarin that they can only be 

accounted for by a different underlying vowel system.    

 The purpose of this three-year project is to bring some distributional, phonetic, 

and particularly psycholinguistic evidence to bear on the issue involving the 

underlying vowel units and their contextual variants, looking specifically at the vowel 

system of the dialect of Mandarin spoken in Taipei, Taiwan.  Four hypotheses 

regarding the underlying vowel system of Beijing Mandarin have been testified from 
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a corpus of over 250 syntagmatic speech errors involving vowels.  Those hypotheses 

involve the six-vowel system of C. Cheng (1973), the five-vowel system of R. Cheng 

(1966) and of Lin (1989), and the four-vowel system of Wu (1994).   

 Evidence from the speech-error study supports the following findings:  

Finding #1: Thirty-eight cases involving substitution among the high vowels suggest 

that the high vowels [i, y, u] are separate phonemes, as shown in (1), and that the 

apical vowel [] is grouped with the vowel [i], as shown in (2).  In addition, no case 

supports the vowel [y] being underlyingly a sequence of [u] and [i].   

(1) Intended Utterance (IU): :lu51  ty51   w21-mn xw21 tin51  

                       deer  distance    us     very   close 

     Error Utterance (EU): ly51  ty51   w21-mn xw21 tin51   

 ‘The deer is very close to us.’  (meaningless)  

(2) IU: n35 jw51 ts55-tsu  EU: n35 jw51 tin55-tsu 

     people  need   content   

  ‘People need to be content with what they have’  (meaningless) 

Finding #2: Eighty-five errors involving the low vowels [a, ] show a case in which 

the environment contiguous to one of these two low vowels changes, causing the 

vowel to shift to the other variant, as shown in (3).   

(3) IU: tsu51-tjw51 pi21 sej35   tow55 ta51   

       assistant    than who    much  powerful 

   EU: tsu51-tja51  pi21 sej35   tow55 ta51         

  ‘The assistant is more powerful than anyone else’  (meaningless)   

Finding #3: Sixty cases involving alternations among the low vowels [e, , , o, ] 

suggest that they should be grouped within the same phonemic category, as shown in 

(4)-(5).  Moreover, every case except one suggests that the vowel [] should be 

grouped with the mid vowels rather than the low vowels, as shown in (6).  The 

counterexample is provided in (7). 

(4) IU: I: ta55 nan35-sow51 s21-l  EU: ta55 nan35-sn51 s21-l 

    he   bad-feel    dead 

 ‘He felt extremely bad’  (meaningless) 
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(5) IU: tw55-pan51 ts51-s35  EU: tw55-pan51 tsow51-s35 

      most       this time   

 ‘usually at this moment’  (meaningless) 

(6) IU: tsan51-tsaj51 i55-pjn55  EU: tsan51-tsaj51 i55-pn55 

      stand  in   one- side  

‘(People are) standing together to one side’  (meaningless)  

(7) IU: I: to55-tjn55 tjow51 i35 l  EU: to55-tj55 tjow51-i35 l 

        middle       just   okay  

‘(putting it) in the middle is okay’  (meaningless) 

Evidence from the distributional factors and speech-error study shows that the 
vowel system of the dialect of Mandarin currently spoken in Taiwan cannot be 
accounted for any of those four hypotheses.  A new five-vowel system [i, y, , u, a] 
is then proposed.     
 

In the acoustic study in Mandarin, an analysis of the formant values in the 

spectrogram showed the component frequencies in the form of a sound spectrogram [i, 

y, u], as shown in the following.  

[pi] [pin] [ tyn][ty] [pu]

A sample of Mandarin vowel 
formants

 

An analysis of the spectrograms shows that the steady-state vowel formants in [j] are 

approximately F1: 605, F2: 2050, and F3: 3280; for the vowel in [jn] the formant 

values are F1: 610, F2: 2005, and F3: 3200, as shown in the following.  Clearly these 

two vowels show no obvious phonetic differences which could be attributed to their 

being affiliated with different underlying vowel categories.    
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[pej] [j] [jn] [pjn] [pj]

 

An analysis of the formant values in the spectrogram showed that that vowel 

following the dental onset has formant values of approximately F1: 300, F2: 2245, 

and F3: 3295.  For the vowel following the retroflex onset the values are 

approximately F1: 300, F2: 2285, and F3: 3400.  The first formants of the two 

vowels are nearly identical, and the second formants differ by 40 Hz.  The third 

formant is about 105 Hz higher for the vowel following the retroflex consonant, 

showing that there is clearly no retroflexion on the vowel, since retroflexion typically 

causes lowering of all three formants, especially F3.  Since a variation of 100 Hz is 

within the normal frequency variance for a formant of a single vowel, we would argue 

that there is no phonetic distinction between the high central vowel after dental vs. 

retroflex onsets in Taiwan Mandarin , and thus we notate this vowel as [] in every 

case. The mid vowels in Mandarin have different component frequencies. These are 

shown in the following spectrogram.  

[ts] [t] [pn] [k]

[tow] [to] [tw]

 
In the low vowels, in general the first formant frequency and the second formant 
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frequency in the first word are different from they are in the second word, as shown 
below. 

 

[pan] [p]

 

The following lists a sample of formant charts of Taiwan Mandarin.  

Formants charts of Taiwan 
Mandarin

[pi]
[ty]

[to]
[pan]

[pjn]

[k]

[tw]
[pu]

[pn]

[ts]

[p]

[pej]

F2
3000 2000 1000

300

500

700

900

1000

F1

 

In aphasic study in Mandarin, so far there are only 54 errors involving vowels, 
and they are related to the following substitutions [i-u], [o-a], [i-y]. Most of errors are 
the substitutions of high vowels for high vowels, or mid vowels for high vowels. So 
far there has not been enough chance to support the vowel alternations in Mandarin 
aphasics.   

In this three-year project, I looked at four such hypotheses regarding the 
underlying vowel system of Mandarin, all based on Beijing Mandarin: the six-vowel 
system of C. Cheng (1973), the five-vowel systems of R. Cheng (1966) and of Lin 
(1989), and the four-vowel system of Wu (1994).  I then presented distributional, 
phonetic and psycholinguistic evidence that the vowel system of the dialect of 
Mandarin currently spoken in Taiwan cannot be accounted for by any of these 
hypotheses.  Evidence from speech errors, experimental phonetics and paraphasia in 
Mandarin suggests a new 5-vowel system for Taiwan Mandarin, based on the 
distributional, phonetic, and especially the psycholinguistic facts.  I conclude that 
phonological theories which are compatible with psycholinguistic evidence such as 
the data presented here are those most likely to be modeling the actual cognitive 
representations and processes of real speakers. 
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